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Instructions

Read the following passages, and then choose the best answer to each of
the questions that follow and mark it on your answer sheet.

PassageL

1. Corn is the most popular crop in the United States. More than half the
corn in the US is grown in Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska, and Minnesota.
The state of Iowa grows the most. Corn grows almost everywhere.
China, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, India and France grow lots of corn,
but the US grows the most.

2. Corn is an important food in many countries. People use corn flour,
called cornmeal, to make baked foods. People also eat cornflakes. At
first, people ate cornflakes only in the United States. Now people eat

cornflakes all over the world. Some corn is made in to popcorn. The
corn pops into light fluffy pieces filled with air. People can eat popcorn
as a snack. People in the U.S. like to eat corn on the cob. Some people
eat corn as a side dish or in salads. Corn syrup is a very sweet liquid.
Companies use it to make foods taste sweet.

In the US, farmers grow corn for their animals to eat. Cows eat corn.
Some companies put corn into food for other animals. For example,
some companies put corn in dog food. In Europe, people use corn as

fish bait called "dough balls." They use corn to catch fish.

Some gas companies make fuel for cars and trucks from corn. The fuel
is ethanol. Some companies add ethanol to gas. Gas with ethanol is
cheaper than other gas.
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26. W&eich co&lntry grCIws the rmost corm?

a. The United States.

b. Argentina.

c. Brazil.

d. lndia.

27. Wkich kimd of cCIl"lt is sxlec&{?

a. Dough balls.

b. Cornmeal.

c. Ethanol.

d. Popcorn.
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What fuel is made from corn?

a. Corn in the cob.

b. Corn syrup.

c. Cornflakes.

d. Ethanol.

What do people do with cornmeatr?

a. Add it to gas.

b. Bake with it.

c. Feed it to animals.

d. Make food sweet.

Which state gro\rys the most corn?

a. Massachusetts.

b. Delaware.

c. lllinois.

d. Maine.

Corn syrup is a...

a. Fuel.

b. Bait.

c. Flour.

d. Liquid.

US is an abbreviation for...

a. Us.

b. Ourselves.

c. United States.

d. Universal States.
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FassageS

As Faisal liked to live light, he always liked to travel light. So he had
only few things which helped him live anywhere. These things were
just few clothes, a book or two, and some personal things. Also he had a
bank account and these were all his possessions.It is worth mentioning
that he didn't care if he spent a single night or a month or even ayear
in any place he decided to stay. In that place he might stay in a hotel, a
furnished flat, or a nice house according to the money he had and the
period he stayed. But the best thing was that whatever the length, he
rarely needed anything he didn't have with him. He was, he liked to
think, a self-contained person.

Faisal always felt worried as he had a sense of owning more than
would fit comfortably into his suitcase which he carried everywhere.
Consequently, when this feeling came to him, he immediately began
to throw the less important things he thought he wourdn't need them
anymore. Sometime he gave his things to people he met in his journeys
and didn't know them, let them in anyplace he stayed, or even threw
them in baskets in streets.

Faisal was a professional traveler, interested and interesting. He didn,t
like to stay in a country or a city for short time as he preferred to know
everything about their culture, civilization, customs, and traditions.
Also he liked to learn about their language to enlarge his knowledge.

when Faisal was asked about the advantages and disadvantages of his
life which gained from traveling, he said "I got much more knowledge,
learnt varies languages, had a lot of friendships, and I also earned a
little money. And I appreciated that for traveling.

33. The hest tit&e fon thts passage is ."

a. The advantage of travels

b. The disadvantages of travels

c, The story of travel's lover

d. Why does a man travel

34" Wl*atever tlee pen"iod SaisaX stayed ira anyplace he

a. sometimes needed few things

b. never needed anything

c. almost never needed anything

d. always needed few things
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36.

Faisal seemed 10.... ;... ;.;

a. enjoy traveling

b. be asked to travel

c. prefer traveling to staying alone

d. earn living from traveling

Faisal used to...

a. live in a furnished flat

b. make local tours

c, keep everything he owned

d. collect information during travels

37 . The noun of furnished is ........,,.....
a. further

b, furnace

c. furnish

d. furniture

Instructions

Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences" and mark it
onyour answer sheet.

38. In 1995, Ahmad ....... L9 years old.

a. were

b. is

c. has been

d. was

39. This glass .... by Mohammad last night.

a. was broken

b. were broken

c. has been broken

d. is broken
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4A, People here ....... bow when they great each other.

a. don't

b. doesn't

c. isn't

d. aren't

41. Khalid eats ..... apple daily.

a.a
b. an

c. the

d. no article

43,

Do you want .... rice?

a.a
b. an

c. the

d. no article

If Mohammad ...... well, he would get this job.

a. does

b. did

c. has done

d. have don

If you ....., play well, you will leave the team.

a. don't

b. doesn't

c. isn't

d. aren't

4,4.

45. Which of the following is correctly punctuated?

a. Ahmed, Mohammad, Sami are my best friends.

b. Ahmed, Mohammad and Sami are my best friends.

c. Ahmed, Mohammad and Sami, are my best friends.

d. Ahmed, Mohammad, Sami, are my best friends.
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46. Which of the following is correctly punctuated?

a. ln 1993, Fahad and Faisal went to UK to study English

language.

b. ]n 1993. Fahad and Faisal went to UK to study English

language.

c. ln 1993, Fahad, Faisal went to UK to study English language'

d. ln 1993, Fahad and Faisal went to UK, to study English

language.

which of the following sentences is correctly capitalized?

a. We had a trip to the red sea with mr' Ahmed, who is our

teache6 last month.

We had a trip to the Red Sea with Mr' Ahmad, who is our

teachel last month.

We had a trip to the Red sea with Mr' Ahmad, who is our

teache6 last month.

We had a trip to the Red Sea with Mr' ahmad, who is our

teacher, last month.

48. The rabbit was kilted ......... the loin'

a. from

b. in

c. for

d. bv

49. people know that the temperature in the summlr ........

while it ........ in the winter.

a. increase / decrease

b. increases / decreases

c. has increased / has decreased

d. can increase / can decrease

Instnuctions

Id,entify the incorrect und.erlined word or words and mark your response

onyour answer sheet.

50. Khalid and Ahmad is travelling tomorrow from Dammarn

to.Ieddah b;1bus.

a. Jeddah

b. tomorrow

c. by

d. is

47.
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Question Answer

26 a

27 d

28 d

29 b

30 c

3t d

32 c

aaJJ c

34 c

35 a

36 d

31 d

38 d

39 a

40 a

4t b

42 d

43 b

44 a

45 b

46 a

47 b

48 d

49 b

50 d
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